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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a method to determine the
minimum amount of a catalyst needed to operate a heterogeneously
catalyzed reactive distillation column based on kinetic and VLE data
only, avoiding rigorous column simulations. Good initial estimates
for catalyst loadings are rarely discussed, and shortcut methods are
lacking. The described method determines the highest possible
reaction rate using known kinetics and column stage temperatures
obtained from ternary diagrams of the column top and bottom
sections, neglecting the highest or lowest boiler of the column,
respectively. The method was validated against several literature
cases. From these cases, it could be determined that a conservative
estimate for the amount of the catalyst in the early design phase is six
times the minimum catalyst found using the method described.
Additionally, the presented method provides information regarding
the operability of the column, for example, related to catalyst deactivation.

■ INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, reactive distillation (RD) has
positioned itself as a conventional technology within the scope
of process intensification and is regularly considered in the
conceptual design phase of new processes.1 Only a few
processes applying RD exist as off-the-shelf solutions, but
numerous RD columns are described in the literature2,3 or
available in patents.4 Well-known industrial applications of RD
are the methyl acetate process by the Eastman-Kodak
company, where 10 unit operations (two reactors and eight
distillation columns) were reduced to a single RD column
followed by two distillation columns to remove impurities.5

Another example is the production of Methyl-tert butylether
via the Hüls Ethermax process, applying a heterogeneous
catalyst in a packed column, also known as catalytic distillation
(CD).6

RD/CD as a process intensification technology can provide
several advantages over conventional reactor-separation
schemes. In terms of chemistry, the reaction equilibrium
limitation encountered in liquid phase reactors can be
overcome in a single shell, and conversion, selectivity, and
yield can be increased while reducing the number of unit
operations.2 The separation of feedstock or products can
benefit by reacting away azeotropes or their disappearance due
to changes in the composition.7 These process benefits lead to
a promise of lower investment and operational costs.1 Process
safety is enhanced as reaction heat as taken up by liquid
evaporation and waste and/or recycle streams is reduced.1,7

However, the complexity of design and operation of the
column are greatly increased.2,8

To be able to consider RD or CD over conventional
industrial process alternatives, quick scanning methods and
heuristics have to be available in the conceptual design phase
to give fast and reasonably accurate designs and expected
investments. A comprehensive review of several of these
methods has been given by Almeida-Rivera et al.8 Three main
groups of design methodologies are described: (1) graphical
methods, comprising the use of model-based figures such as
residue curve maps to determine the required column
parameters, (2) optimization methods, solving large sets of
(design) equations (superstructures) to obtain the relevant
column design parameters, and (3) evolutionary/heuristic
methods, where shortcut methods from distillation and reactor
engineering are reworked and applied to RD/CD problems,
when feasibility has already been determined.8

Graphical and optimization methods give information on the
feasibility of the RD process and, to some extent, detailed
column design parameters but are often cumbersome, complex,
or computationally demanding in their use.8 Heuristic methods
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are more straightforward and use only simple calculations;
however, they require a predefined process structure and only
give limited or specific information on operating conditions
such as reflux/reboil, number of (reactive) stages, and the
location of the feeds.8 Heuristic methods can be used as a
starting point for more powerful optimization-based methods,
identifying the search space for the different optimization
algorithms such as simulated annealing or mixed-integer-non-
linear-programming.
In the initial design of regular distillation columns, several

shortcut calculation methods are available to obtain reasonable
designs for minimum reflux and number of stages, without the
need for rigorous column modeling. These shortcut calcu-
lations, Fenske-Underwood-Gilliland (FUG), quickly deter-
mine feasibility and provide a good initial estimate for an
economic optimization of designs.9 RD has the additional
requirement of a minimum mixture reactivity in the column to
obtain a required conversion. For RD columns, this reactivity
can be defined in terms of the minimum liquid residence time
or liquid hold-up required for conversion, while for CD, this is
defined by the catalyst mass. Both RD and CD can use the
dimensionless Damköhler number to determine the required
catalyst or liquid hold-ups.2

Currently several methods in the literature deal with
shortcut calculations for RD/CD; however, only little literature
is available that discusses methods to determine catalyst
requirements, heterogeneous catalyst specifically. Even though
this is an important and challenging design aspect that
influences the number of reactive stages and potentially the
feasibility of the RD/CD process.
Subawalla and Fair suggest a method for the determination

of minimum catalyst requirements and postulate that a good
loading is the determined minimum loading increased by 20−
30%;10 however, this is not considered to be a minimum or
fixed value and can only be interpreted as a good guess value
for initial simulation.11 Cheng, Ward, and Yu11 present a
calculation procedure based on the concept of counter current
cascaded vapor−liquid reactors, which includes an analytical
expression for the minimum catalyst requirement, but this is
limited to binary systems.
In this paper, a new tool is provided for the determination of

minimum catalysts for a CD column, which can provide a
starting point for further simulation and detailed design. The
paper has been set up in such a way that the lessons learned
from a simplified pseudo homogeneous parametrized case are
discussed first, from which the method is developed. The
method is then applied to several example cases.
Luyben Case. For the analysis of the CD column, a

simplified parametrized case was used, as described by Luyben
and Yu.12 This idealized case is used such that relative
volatilities between components, the heat of evaporation, and
heat capacity are constant, and the molar weights of all
components are the same. Table 1 states the steady-state
conditions and column parameters for this case, as described
by Luyben and Yu.12 The heterogeneous catalyst hold-up has
been reworked from the described homogeneous system hold-
up of 1000 mol of liquid, by assuming a catalyst molar weight
of 0.025 kg/mol (a more detailed explanation may be found in
the Supporting Information).
The reaction under consideration is a reversible quaternary

liquid phase reaction of A + B < - > C + D. This reaction is
described using power law kinetics, given in eqs 1 and 2, where
mcat is the catalyst mass hold-up in kg, kf is the forward rate

constant, Keq is the equilibrium constant, and Ri is the reaction
rate in mol/s.

i

k
jjjjjj

y

{
zzzzzz= −R m k x x

K
x x

1
i A B C Dcat f

eq (1)

= −k k e RT
f f,0

Ea/
(2)

The selected boiling point order is TC < TA < TB < TD,
which means the low boiling C will come over the top of the
columns, while the high boiler D will come over the bottom.
The vapor pressure of the pure components is described using
a two parameter Antoine equation, eq 3, and the VLE behavior
is assumed to be ideal.

= −P A
B

T K
ln

( )i i
io

(3)

The purity at the top and bottom of the column is fixed at
95% C and D, respectively, with none going over the opposite
end, meaning the conversion is also 95%. Pressure over the
column is assumed to be constant. An effectiveness factor of 1
is taken for the catalyst, and the liquid on the stage is assumed
to be well mixed and in vapor−liquid equilibrium with the
vapor leaving the stage. The case parameters are summarized
in Table 1, and Aspen Plus (RadFrac) was used to evaluate the
CD column.

Effect of Catalyst Loading on the Reflux Ratio. The
simplified case described above was simulated in Aspen Plus
and was used as a starting point for further simulations. The
column consisted of five stripping, nine reactive, and five
rectifying stages, and the feeds of A and B are fed below and

Table 1. Luyben Case Column Parameters as Suggested by
Luyben and Yu12

column parameters

feed flows of A & B [mol/s] 12.6
distillate flow [mol/s] 12.6
bottom flow [mol/s] 12.6
catalyst hold-up [kg/tray] 25
No. of stripping/rectifying stages [-] 5
No. of reactive stages [-] 9
column pressure [bar] 8
reflux ratio [-] 2.66

reaction parameters
Eaf [kJ/mol] 125.52
Eab [kJ/mol] 167.36
kf,0 [kmol/kg.cat/s] 2.63 × 1014

kb,0 [kmol/kg.cat/s] 1.23 × 1020

ΔHrxn [kJ/mol] −41.84
Antoine constants Ai Bi [K]

A 12.34 3862
B 11.65 3862
C 13.04 3862
D 10.96 3862

component properties
ΔHvap [kJ/mol] 29.05
Mw [kg/mol] 0.050
product compositions [mol/mol] distillate bottoms
A 0.0326 0.0174
B 0.0174 0.0326
C 0.9500 0.0000
D 0.0000 0.9500
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above the reactive section, respectively. The obtained
concentration profile is given in the Supporting Information.
The effect of the total catalyst amount in the CD column on

the required reflux rate to maintain product specification was
studied. This was carried out by varying the overall loading
with respect to the Luyben case situation, and the result of this
analysis can be seen in Figure 1. Other parameters, such as the

number of stripping/reactive/rectifying stages and the
distribution of the catalyst over the column (uniform), have
been kept constant. The reflux ratio, and as a consequence the
boil up ratio, was solved to obtain the required purities at the
top and bottom and thereby the desired overall conversion.
Figure 1 shows the obtained reflux ratio versus the amount

of catalysts. The curve is characterized by two asymptotes,
indicated by dashed lines. When increasing the amount of the
catalyst, the reaction rate, expressed in mol per kg catalyst per
second, decreases because the reflux versus Mcat curve is for a
constant productivity of the column. After a certain point,
approximately 70 kg of the total catalyst, there is no more
change in the reflux ratio, and increasing the amount of the
catalyst no longer has an effect. At high catalyst loadings,
chemical equilibrium is approached on each stage, and the
concentration profile over the reactive zone no longer changes.
The reflux ratio will then assume a constant value to achieve
the product specifications as separation occurs from the same
equilibrium mixture. For the Luyben case situation, this
chemical equilibrium asymptote is at a reflux ratio of 2.68.
In the region of high reflux ratios, as shown in the left side of

the curve in Figure 1, the amount of the catalyst is reduced and
compositions in the reactive zone move away from chemical
equilibrium. Downward from approximately 70 kg of the total
catalyst loading, the reflux ratio needs to increase to maintain
column specifications with respect to product purity and
overall productivity, increasing the separation power in
rectifying and stripping sections. From a certain point on the
curve, a reflux ratio of approximately 70, the size of the internal
recycle is such that the concentration profile over the length of
the column is constant, and the effects of feeds (A and B) and
draws (top and bottom) on the internal streams can be
negligible. This constant concentration profile is shown in
Figure 2.

From this point, the column profiles, that is, temperature,
pressure, and composition, remain constant as a function of
total catalyst loading; this also means that none of the
parameters in eq 1 can be adjusted further to reduce the
catalyst mass and maintain the same overall production. It can
also be noted that at these high refluxes, there is almost no
overlap of C and D within the reactive zone, which means the
backward reaction plays an insignificant role, and the overall
rate is primarily determined by the forward rate in eq 1. The
column is then operating at the chemical kinetic limit of the
specified catalyst, and a minimum amount of the catalyst is
required to obtain the specified conversion. For the Luyben
case, this chemical kinetic limit asymptote for the specified
production capacity is found at a total catalyst loading of 20.5
kg.
As a consequence of the high reflux ratios obtained at the

chemical kinetic limit asymptote, the internal flows in the
column become much larger. This means that while the overall
conversion remains the same, the conversion per tray will
approach zero.
The asymptotes described in the previous paragraph show

that for this specific RD setup, there exists a minimum reflux
and a minimum required amount of the catalyst. However,
these minima hold for the Luyben case with nine reactive trays.
As the minimum catalyst amount depends on the local
concentration and temperature via eq 1, there exist one or
more stages in the column where the forward rate is the

highest [maximum of:
i
k
jjj

y
{
zzz−k x x x x

Kf A B
1

C D
eq

] and would there-

fore require less catalyst to obtain a certain production.
Therefore, the minimum required catalyst amount found in
Figure 1 can be reduced by changing the location of the
catalyst. This result is shown in Figure 3.
At the asymptote of chemical equilibrium, the minimum

reflux ratio increases as the size and composition of the
equilibrium mixture change, and separation becomes slightly
more difficult. As can be seen, the asymptote of the chemical
kinetic limit is minimized by placing the catalyst on a single
stage, in this case 10.3 kg of the catalyst on stage 13. This may
be minimized further, but this will require the increase in the
number of stages, which increases the resolution of possible
stage compositions along the concentration profile, such that
kfxAxB can be maximized. It is interesting to note that the

Figure 1. Reflux ratio vs total catalyst loading in a CD column for the
Luyben case.

Figure 2. Concentration profile in the CD column at high reflux ratios
and minimum catalysts. Dashed vertical lines show the location of the
reactive zone and the feed locations of A and B.
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location with the minimum catalyst is not where the product of
fractions A and B is the highest, which is stage 10, but more
toward the bottom of the column, and this behavior is studied
further in this paper. It appears that for this reaction, the
increase in temperature by the presence of amount of D, which
is the higher boiler and increases the boiling point of the
mixture, has a large effect on the forward reaction rate. A
method to predict the maximum reaction rate that may be
achieved in a RD column, and the associated minimum

amount of the catalyst required for a specific conversion is the
topic of the rest of this paper.

Predicting the Minimum Catalyst for the Luyben
Case. Figure 3 shows that the minimum amount of the catalyst
at high reflux is obtained by placing the catalyst on a single tray
with a specific location.
Predicting the minimum amount of the catalyst required,

requires a prediction of the highest forward rate, which is the
main assumption of the method presented here. The backward
reaction can be negligible for the Luyben case (i.e., specified
column configuration and component volatilities) as there is
nearly no overlap between products C and D at high reflux, as
visible in Figure 2. It can be seen in eqs 1 and 2 that the
forward rate is a function of temperature and mixture
composition on a tray. The pressure along the column is
assumed to be constant for this specific case as the change in
pressure due to tray pressure drop will only marginally affect
the high column operation pressure. The temperature of the
liquid mixture can then be determined by combining the
modified Raoult’s law and Antoine equation (eq 4), with the
mixture assumed to be at boiling point. Only three
components have to be taken into account over the length
of the column, using the previously mentioned assumption of
no overlap between products C and D.

∑ γ=
=

−P x e
i

n

i i
A B T K

total
1

/ ( )i i

(4)

Figure 4A shows a visual result of the component fraction
part in the right hand side of eq 1 (between brackets); and this
is the concentration dependent part of the kinetic equation, for
the bottom of the column (A/B/D). As expected, the
maximum is at the highest possible fractions for A and B as
no C is present in this mixture.

Figure 3. Effect of the reduction in the number of reactive stages with
respect to the reflux ratio, the reactive section is in the middle of the
column and feeds are on the top and bottom of the reactive section.
Single tray ideal is found by varying the reactive tray location.

Figure 4. Elements of the prediction method for the minimum catalyst as presented in this paper for the system of A/B/D. A shows the result of
the concentration part of the kinetic equation (XAXB − 1/Keq XCXD). B shows the mixture boiling point based on the combination of the Antoine
equation and modified Raoult’s law. C is the expected forward rate based on the Arrhenius part of the kinetic equation and the result of figure B. D
shows the overall expected reaction rate based on the kinetic equation and the results of A, B, and C.
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The boiling point of the mixtures shown in Figure 4A can be
determined with a combination of the Antoine equation and
the modified Raoult’s law, using the parameters given in Table
1, the result is shown in Figure 4B. With the temperatures of
the liquid mixtures known, the intrinsic forward rate can be
determined, as shown in Figure 4C.
Combination of Figure 4 elements A and C yields Figure

4D, which shows the range of forward rates obtained for
different compositions of the mixture A/B/D. It is interesting
to note that the highest rate does not lie near the highest
concentration of A and B. This is caused by the increased
boiling point of the mixture due to the presence of heavy D
and the large effect that temperature has on the forward rate
constant, eq 2.
The highest rate found for the Luyben case situation is then

found at a composition of A: 0.18, B: 0.58, C: 0, and D: 0.29,
with a rate of 1.24 mol/kgcat/s. The minimum required catalyst
can then be determined using eq 5.

= ·
Mcat

feed conversion
ratemin

max

5
For the Luyben case feed of 12.6 mol of A and B, and a

conversion of 95% the minimum amount of the catalyst
required is 9.65 kg. This is slightly lower than the amount
found using the numerical simulations, as shown in Figure 3,
which assumes a discrete number of stages within the
associated concentration profile. This can also be seen in
Figure 5, where the reactive stage is plotted in red.
The same procedure as described above can also be applied

to the top section of the column, which contains primarily

components A/B/C. Addition of component C will lower the
boiling point of the mixture, which will lead to lower reaction
rates overall. Combination of the diagrams for A/B/C and A/
B/D yields Figure 5. This figure also shows the approximate
composition of the stages from the numerical simulation of the
Luyben case column at high reflux and the associated forward
reaction rate. Indicated in red is the ideal tray, tray number 13,
which is the location of the minimum catalyst, at a rate of 1.14
mol/kgcat/s.
As at high reflux the column profiles, that is, compositions

and temperature, are hardly affected by (the location of) the
reaction over the length of the column, maintaining a constant
concentration on each stage, Figure 5 can also be used as a tool
to distribute the catalyst in the column at high reflux. In the
areas of a high rate, the catalyst is more productive, so trays
located there require less catalyst to achieve the same
productivity.
The representation of the maximum rate diagram is

determined by the reaction stoichiometry. For quaternary
reactions, the stacked ternary diagram is used, for ternary
reactions, a single ternary diagram may be obtained, and for
binary reactions, a plot of the compositions versus the rate may
be obtained. In this paper, only quaternary reactions are
discussed, but the reduction to ternary and binary reactions is
straightforward.
It should be noted that determining the best stage, or

amount, for catalysts in columns operated away from the
chemical kinetic limit asymptote (minimum catalyst), and
nearer to the chemical equilibrium asymptote (minimum
reflux) is not straightforward. The concentrations on the tray
are then no longer independent of the catalyst amount present.
An engineering approach for this situation is developed in the
next sections.

Example Cases. Several example cases from the literature
are examined to check the applicability of the minimum
catalyst methods. These literature cases do not have to be
optimized with regard to operating conditions, that is, reflux,
feed location, number of stages, and so forth, as the result of
the minimum catalyst is obtained at infeasible or unpractical
operating conditions. The main requirement is good
convergence.

Methyl Lactate Hydrolysis. The hydrolysis of methyl
lactate has been selected as an example case, where the RD is
used to recover lactic acid from fermentation broths.13,14 The
hydrolysis is slightly endothermic at a ΔHrxn

o of 13.2 kJ/mol.15

There is also an azeotrope at 97 mol % water in methyl lactate,
but this is unlikely to be encountered as both water and methyl
lactate are reactants.
A design for the column was obtained from previous work in

the research group4,16 stripping stages, seven reactive stages
and four rectifying stages. An initial catalyst loading was
obtained from the literature, in which Mo et al. suggest a
loading of 523.85; however, this is at a much lower feed rate of
approximately 1 mol/s methyl lactate.17 The feed consists of
water and methyl lactate, and the required conversion of
methyl lactate is set at 95%. All column design parameters are
given in Table 2.
For the Aspen Plus model, the kinetic data of Sanz et al.

were used.14 These data are based on the use of Amberlyst 15,
acidic ion exchange resin, and can be presented with quasi-
homogeneous (QH) kinetics using the activity of the
components to account for non-ideality. The kinetic data are
given in Table 2. The UNIQUAC-HOC property model was

Figure 5. Maximum forward rate that can be obtained in the Luyben
case column at high reflux rates, in which white circles represent the
separating trays, and the red circle is the tray representing minimum
catalyst at high reflux.
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used to describe the VLE, which was shown to be the most
accurate model to describe this system.18 The boiling points
obtained in Aspen are water: 100 °C, methyl lactate: 144 °C,
methanol 64.7 °C, and lactic acid: 205.2 °C, meaning that this
system has the same boiling point order as the Luyben case
system.
Using the activity-based power law equation, UNIQUAC-

HOC for the calculation of the activity coefficients, and the
QH kinetics obtained from Sanz et al., a maximum rate
diagram was constructed as in the Luyben case situation.
Figure 6 shows the range of reaction rates that can be obtained
at boiling point, and the maximum rate may be found at the
point A = 0.25, B = 0.75, C = D = 0, at a rate of 0.1211 mol/
kgcat/s, which lies on the methyl lactate−water axis. The effect
of adding a higher boiling component D (lactic acid in this
case) is less strong here, which can be explained in part due to

the difference in activation energy, which in the methyl lactate
case is much lower than that of the Luyben case, 50.9 and
125.5 kJ/mol, respectively. The obtained concentration
profiles can be found in the Supporting Information.
Figure 6 also shows the concentrations and the associated

forward rate for the column operated at very high reflux ratios.
This is shown in the white (non-reactive stages) and red circles
(reactive stages), with the top of the column at the top of the
diagram. The seven reactive stages run along the methyl
lactate−water axis, with the much heavier lactic acid
immediately going to the bottom and the much lighter
methanol escaping to the top. The separation is relatively easy
in this case, and the relative volatilities from simulation were,
αmethano l−water = 1.8, αwater−methy l l ac ta te = 7.2, and
αmethyl lactate−lactic acid = 61.
The minimum amount of the catalyst is required to perform

this reaction, derived from Figure 6, at a reactant rate of 50
kmol/h (12.6 mol/s), and 95% conversion has been
determined to be 99 kg. This is considerably less than the
base catalyst hold-up of 523.85 used in the initial simulation.
For this case, the effect of the reduction in the catalyst mass

and variation in reactive trays was also investigated, and these
results can be seen in Figure 7. The ideal single-stage location

can be guessed using Figure 6, which is the tray closest to the
maximum rate (tray number 8). This is confirmed in the
simulation in Aspen and can be seen in Figure 7, the minimum
amount of the catalyst required on this stage is found at 116
kg, which is close to the estimated amount of 99 kg. Some of
the lines do not extend to very high reflux ratios due to
convergence issues at these high reflux rates, it is expected
however that at higher reflux rates, the asymptote for all
catalyst on stage 8 (7-1-7) will move closer to 99 kg.

Transesterification to n-Butyl Acetate and Methanol.
The transesterification of methyl acetate with n-butanol to n-
butyl acetate and methanol was selected as a second case study.
N-butyl acetate is a solvent used in the chemical- and paint
industry, while methyl acetate is a byproduct formed during
the production of poly-(vinyl)alcohol.19 The heat of reaction is

Table 2. Methyl Lactate Hydrolysis Column Parameters
from16,17 and Kinetic Data from Sanz et al.14

variable unit value

total stages [-] 15
pressure [bar] 1
reflux ratio [-] 4.32
feed/product rate [mol/s] 12.6
feed condition [-] saturated liquid
catalyst loading [kg] 523.85
kf0 [mol/kgcat/s] 2.75 × 106

kb0 [mol/kgcat/s] 1.93 × 107

Eaf [kJ/mol] 50.9
Eab [kJ/mol] 48.5

Figure 6. Maximum forward rate obtained in the methyl lactate
hydrolysis case, in which the circles represent the tray compositions
from simulation at high reflux rates. White circles are non-reactive
trays, and red circles are reactive trays. W: water, MeLa: methyl
lactate, MeOH: methanol, and LAH: lactic acid.

Figure 7. Effect of the reduction in the amount of catalysts and
variation in the number of reactive trays for the methyl lactate
hydrolysis case. Total number of stages remains the same. The legend
gives the number of stripping−reactive−rectifying stages.
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estimated to be about 460 J/mol, making it just slightly
endothermic.
This system can be well-described using UNIQUAC

parameters.19 At atmospheric conditions, two azeotropes are
found using Aspen Azeotrope search: methanol−methyl
acetate at 0.3316−0.6684 mol at 54.00 °C and n-butanol−n-
butyl acetate at 0.7923−0.2077 mol at 117.17 °C. The
azeotrope in n-butanol−n-butyl acetate disappears at pressures
above 5 atm,20 and the boiling point order then becomes TMeAc
< TMeOH < TButOH < TButAc, meaning this system is not the ideal
system for RD.
The kinetics, VLE data, and column design from

Steinigeweg and Gmehling were used,19 as shown in Table
3, to simulate the column; however, the pressure was increased

to just over 5 bar (5 atm), as advised in ref 20, which allowed
for higher overall conversion due to disappearance of the
bottom azeotrope, and the convergence requirement was
lowered to 90% for better simulation stability. This will not
influence the result of the minimum catalyst as this is obtained
at high reflux rates, which do not require an optimized design.
A rate diagram is constructed and can be seen in Figure 8.

The maximum obtained rate of 0.0678 mol/kgcat/s within the
column is found along the n-butanol−methyl acetate axis at
0.27 to 0.73, respectively. For the desired conversion rate of
90% of 12.6 mol/s, a minimum amount of 167.25 kg of the
catalyst would be required in this column at high reflux. As
with the methyl lactate case, the temperature effect is less
pronounced in part due to the lower activation energy 44.2 kJ/
mol, compared to 125.5 kJ/mol in the Luyben case.
Initial simulation results, as shown in the Supporting

Information, showed that at stoichiometric feed and high
reflux ratios n-butanol dominated the liquid phase, and methyl
acetate is only present in small amounts due to its volatility.
This means that the optimal composition as found in the rate
diagram can never be achieved at stoichiometric feed as this is
at a methyl acetate fraction of 0.73. Changing the n-butanol to
the methyl acetate feed ratio to 1:2, drastically decreased the
required amount of the catalyst in the simulation and shifted
the concentration profile in the column toward the minimum
catalyst composition; this effect is shown in the Supporting
Information and will be used to verify the condition of the
minimum catalyst. As the minimum catalyst condition is found
at extreme reflux ratios, the (optimum) design of the column is
of less importance and not explored further in this paper.
In Figure 9, the effect of reducing the number of reactive

stages and overall catalyst loading is shown. Again, the

chemical kinetic asymptote can be seen on the left side of
the graph, indicating that a minimum amount of the catalyst is
required. The solid line, indicating the starting column, shows
a minimum of 343 kg of the catalyst. Results of the simulation
showed that placing all catalyst on stages 11 and 12 yielded a
minimum catalyst loading of 188 kg, while placing it on a
single tray yielded a minimum of 208 kg. The fact that in this
case the minimum amount of the catalyst appears on two trays

Table 3. n-Butyl Acetate Transesterification Base Column
Parameters and the Kinetic Data for the Transesterification
Case from Steinigeweg and Gmehling19

variable unit value

total stages [-] 28
reactive stages [-] 16
rectifying/stripping stages [-] 6
pressure [bar] 5.06625
feed/product rate [mol/s] 12.6
feed condition [-] saturated liquid
kf0 [mol/kgcat/s] 1.05 × 105

kb0 [mol/kgcat/s] 8.422 × 104

Eaf [kJ/mol] 44.20
Eab [kJ/mol] 42.81

Figure 8. Maximum rate diagram that can be obtained in the column
for the transesterification case, in which the circles represent the
approximate compositions and rates obtained for the minimum
catalyst case with all catalyst on a single stage, and the reactive stage is
shown in red. B represents n-butanol.

Figure 9. Effect of reduction in the amount of catalysts and the
number of reactive stages for the transesterification to n-butyl acetate
case. Total number of stages remains the same, and the legend gives
the stripping−reactive−rectifying number of stages.
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instead of one tray is ascribed to the numerical issues related to
convergence and the steepness of the curve at high reflux
ratios.
The boiling point order for this case is different from that of

the Luyben case and the methyl lactate case, and the reactant
methyl acetate is also the lowest boiler. However, the escape of
methyl acetate from the reactive zone is mitigated somewhat
due to the azeotrope it forms with methanol and by the
reaction with the large bulk of n-butanol in the column. It is
therefore comparable to the other case described in this paper.
An analysis of cases with different boiling point orders and the
applicability of the discussed method is a topic for further
research.
Parameter Variation Luyben Case. The Luyben case

was used to study the influence of the chemical equilibrium
constant on the minimum amount of the catalyst found by
simulation, by variation in the forward- and/or backward rate
constants. The results of the individual variations in the
chemical equilibrium constants can be found in the Supporting
Information, and a summary of these results are presented in
Figures 10 and 11. The variation in the equilibrium constant is
with respect to a reference temperature of 366 K and for the
boiling point order of the Luyben case.

Figure 10 shows that only the variation in the forward rate
has an effect on the required amount of the minimum catalyst,
as predicted. For this case, a clear trend is visible, showing high
forward rates requires small amounts of minimum catalysts,
whereas lower forward rates require increasingly higher
amounts of minimum catalysts. Based on these results it can
be seen that, for this case, reducing the forward rate by a factor
of two, the required amount of the catalyst at high reflux
doubles. This also follows from eq 1 as the overall production
is set and the concentration profile is constant, the catalyst
mass and forward rate are inversely proportional to each other.
This can be confirmed by multiplication of the minimum
amount of the catalyst found with the associated forward rate,
which is constant at approximately 0.083.
Figure 11 shows the effect of variation in the forward rate

constant on the reflux ratio, located on the chemical

equilibrium asymptote. As can be seen, a plot of the logarithm
of the reflux ratio versus the logarithm of the equilibrium
constant shows a linear correlation, where the reflux found in
simulation is inversely proportional to the equilibrium
constant. This can be compared to the simulation of an ideal
reactor and separator and recycle, where the size of the recycle
is also inversely proportional to the equilibrium constant, as a
lower conversion per pass will result in a larger recycle.

Determination of Minimum Catalysts. So far, this paper
has shown the presence of a minimum catalyst at the chemical
kinetic limit asymptote in RD columns and a method to
determine this minimum amount of the catalyst. Studying the
overall rate diagrams, it was realized that using only the boiling
points of the reactants and the kinetics of the reaction, a
reasonable estimate for the minimum catalyst could already be
obtained, using a simplified method. Using the average of the
boiling points of the reactants (Tref in eq 5) at column
pressure, and assuming the component fractions are 0.5, the
kinetic equation reduces to eq 5. The estimated minimum
amount of the catalyst for the cases mentioned in this paper
using eq 5 can be found in Table 4.

= −R m k e 0.25i
RT

cat f,0
Ea/ ref (5)

The maximum obtainable rate along the binary reactant axis
was also derived rigorously, and the full derivation can be
found in the Supporting Information. The basis of this

Figure 10. Effect of variation in the chemical equilibrium constant via
the reaction rate constants on the minimum catalyst loading on a
single ideal stage, as determined using Aspen Plus.

Figure 11. Effect of the variation in the forward rate constant, while
maintaining the backward rate constant for the Luyben case situation,
as determined using Aspen Plus.

Table 4. Overview of the Results of Several Estimation
Methods for the Minimum Amount of Catalysts

method
Luyben
case [kg]

methyl lactate
hydrolysis case

[kg]

transesterification to
n-butyl acetate case

[kg]

simulation, catalyst
on single stage

10 116 209

graphical−
numerical
method

9.65 98.8 167.3

simplified method 11.8 93.2 164.8
analytical
derivation

11.1 94.7 164.9
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derivation is relating the temperature in the kinetic equation to
the set column pressure using Clausius−Clapeyron. The
following equations can then be derived to determine the
binary composition of maximum rate and the maximum rate.
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In these equations, Eaf is the activation energy of the forward
reaction, ΔvHj is the enthalpy of vaporization of a reference
component j which ideally is near the enthalpy of vaporization
of the mixture, αAB

ref is the volatility between the reactants at
reference temperature Tref which ideally should be close to the
rmaxrate temperature, kf

ref is the kinetic rate constant at reference
temperature Tref, psys is the set column pressure, and pB

sat,ref is
the saturated vapor pressure, according to Antoine for
component B at the reference temperature. A good selection
of reference compound from within the system is necessary.
These equations can be extended to include a third component
or be reformulated using concentrations or related quantities,
but this has not been included for sake of brevity.
From the analytical derivation, two dimensionless factors

can be identified: −Δ 1
H

Eaf

v j
indicates the enhancement of the

reaction rate relative to the pressure increase as a function of
temperature, and high values indicate a strong effect of
temperature on the reaction rate; thus, moving away from
stoichiometry is favored, whereas low numbers indicate that
stoichiometry is favored. αAB

ref − 1 indicates the excess relative
volatility of component A compared to component B at the
reference temperature. Larger values mean a larger shift in
boiling point raise of the mixture, hence favoring moving away
from stoichiometry. In the Supporting Information, it is

indicated how eq 7 is simplified for certain special cases of Eaf/
ΔvHj and αAB

ref . It is also shown that eq 5 is a good
approximation of eq 7 for the case where αAB

ref is close to 1,
comparable boiling points.
The results of using the analytical derivation for estimating

the minimum catalyst requirement are given in Table 4. Aspen
simulations take into account the calculated mixture boiling
point and the backward reaction, the maximum rate diagrams
of the graphical numerical method assume that the backward
reaction can be negligible but do calculate the mixture boiling
points. The simplified method also neglects the backward
reaction and uses an average temperature from the boiling
points of the reactants. The analytical method tries to
maximize the forward rate and as such, for the determination
of the minimum catalyst, also neglects the backward reaction.
A calculation example for the analytical method is presented in
the Supporting Information

■ DISCUSSION
A barplot of the ratio of the predicted minimum catalyst
amount using the methods described in this paper and the
amounts from the Aspen Plus simulations at high reflux ratios
is shown in Figure 12. The left side of the plot shows the
results of the prediction methods for the cases discussed, while
the right side shows the results of the graphical−numerical
method for variations on the Luyben case. The results in
general are slightly of parity, with the highest deviation at 20%
for the single tray in the transesterification to n-butyl acetate
case. The dual stage case for n-butyl acetate shows a lower
deviation at only 11%. Overall, the methods discussed in this
paper under predict relative to the minimum catalyst amount
found via simulation.
Catalyst cost vary greatly depending on the active material

required; however, the catalyst used for the cases described in
this paper, an acid resin type often used for esterification,3,21 is
relatively cheap with reported prices of $7.71 per kg.22 This
suggests that the cost of the catalyst is a relatively low factor in
the yearly operational cost, and minimizing reflux becomes the
leading factor in design. Nevertheless, to get an initial design
estimate for the amount of catalyst required in CD columns,
Figure 13 can be used. In this figure, the fractional approach to

Figure 12. Barplots of the ratio of the predicted minimum catalyst loading and the results for minimum catalyst from the Aspen Plus simulations.
On the left, the selected cases and discussed methods, on the right the variations in the Luyben case using the Graphical−numerical method. ML =
methyl lactate and BA = butyl acetate. Keq = equilibrium constant at 366 K, kfw = forward reaction rate constant at 366 K, kbw = reverse reaction rate
constant at 366 K.
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the chemical equilibrium asymptote, low reflux ratio, is plotted
against the ratio of the required amount of catalysts over the
minimum amount of catalysts for the three cases that have
been considered. Kister in the distillation design mentions that
a good ratio for Roptimum/Rmin is 1.25 for water-cooled
condensers,9 the inverse is a ratio of Rmin/Roptimum of 0.8,
which can be found on the y-axis in Figure 13. Thus, Figure 13
suggests that as a conservative estimate, to come within 80% of
the chemical equilibrium asymptote, one should use at least six
times the minimum amount of the catalyst found with the
method described in this paper.
Actual catalyst requirements may be higher in the final

design of a CD column to account for deactivation and
accessibility of the catalyst, which are part of the rigorous
column design. However, as catalyst deactivates during
operation of the CD column, lowering the amount of total
(active) catalyst loading over time, Figure 1 can also be used as
a guide to determine whether or when the catalyst requires
refreshing. While the initial increase in the reflux ratio is only
minimal, nearing the end of a catalyst lifetime it can increase
much more rapidly. Knowledge of the reflux ratio versus
catalyst loading behavior can then be used as a tool in the
(over)design of unit such as the reboiler and condenser or as a
tool in planning of plant turnaround.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Several methods have been developed that can determine the
minimum required amount of heterogeneous catalysts to
perform a reaction within the scope of a CD column, without
the need of rigorous simulations. These methods have been
validated for two cases from the literature, methyl lactate
hydrolysis with a boiling point order of Tprod. < Treact. < Treact. <
Tprod. and the transesterification to n-butyl acetate with a
boiling point order of Treact. < Tprod. < Treact. < Tprod., showing
the presence of a chemical kinetic asymptote with the
condition of the minimum catalyst and a chemical equilibrium
asymptote at the condition of the minimum reflux.
For a conservative estimate of the required amount of the

catalyst in the initial design of CD columns, one can use six
times the found minimum amount of the catalyst. The
minimum catalyst method, together with methods such as

FUG, can aide in the quick initial design of CD columns using
only kinetic and VLE data.
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■ NOMENCLATURE
CD catalytic distillation
Ea activation energy [J/mol/K]
ΔHrxn heat of reaction [kJ/mol]
ΔHvap heat of vaporization [kJ/mol]
kf (kb) intrinsic reaction rate forward (or backward) [mol/

kgcat/s]
Keq equilibrium constant
mcat mass of catalyst
Mw molar weight [kg/mol]
P pressure [bar]
RD reactive distillation
R gas constant (8.314 [J/mol/K])
Ri reaction rate [mol/s]
Rmin minimum reflux ratio
T temperature [K]
x mole fraction

■ GREEK SYMBOLS
α relative volatility
γ Activity coefficient

■ SUBSCRIPTS
b backward

Figure 13. Fractional approach to the chemical equilibrium
asymptote vs the required amount of the catalyst as a product of
the minimum catalyst.
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cat catalyst
eq equilibrium
f forward
i component i
j component j
max, maximum
min minimum
ref reference
rxn reaction
sys system (e.g., pressure of the system)
vap vaporization
0 intrinsic rate

■ SUPERSCRIPTS
sat,ref saturation at reference temperature
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